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ABSTRACT

Cloud computing ensures a convenient way of trading and sharing of content, where user can access the content
easily and the distributor (content provider) outsources the content within the secure channel. Always the
confidentiality of content is the main problem faced by the distributor and due to this reason they are afraid to
outsource the content through cloud computing. As a solution they use the Digital Right Management (DRM)
scheme which uses the concept of keyserver, License server and Content Encryption Key for data protection and
also it uses Additive Homomorphic Probabilistic Public Key Encryption and Proxy Re-encryption rules for
encrypting and decrypting the keys and contents. Homomorphic is simply adding of two keys, which is easy to
the intruder to hack it and use the content. Instead of this simple Homomorphic Encrytpion we try to use Fully
Homomorphic Encryption to give more security for data and also we try to reduce the number of transactions in
the base system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the research scheme [1] Secure and Privacy-preserving DRM scheme using Homomorphic Encryption
(HE) in Cloud computing, the author proposes a DRM scheme which uses two types of methods like Proxy
Re-encryption and Additive Homomorphic Probabilistic Public Key Encryption (AHPPE). The Proxy re-
encryption (PRE) is widely used to protect the content in semi-trusted cloud environment and it generates
a Content Main Key for user which is only re-encrypted by the license server. Additive Homomorphic
Encryption (AHE) allows performers to compute correct operations over encrypted values without being
aware of their content. It generates a Content Encryption Key (CEK) for user using Content Main Key
(CMK) of the owner and Assistant Key (AK) of the key server.

But the problem is that, the Additive Homomorphic Encryption (AHE) in the proposed scheme just
adds the two keys like CMK and Assistant Main Key together and generate a CEK, which is used by the
user to encrypt the main content and that encrypted content sent to content server.

In this paper [2][7] state that, Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is classified into three types Partially
Homomorphic Encryption (PHE), Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption, and Fully Homomorphic Encryption
(FHE). The Additive HE includes the category of PHE. This encryption performs one operation on encrypted
data, such as multiplication or addition but not both. Here, the proposed scheme uses addition on keys i.e.
CMK and AK.

In the case of FHE, it is a cryptosystem which sustains both addition and multiplication and can compute
any function. When we use FHE on proposed DRM scheme of Huang Qin-Lang[1], it sustains both addition
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and multiplication on the keys and for this purpose we introduce two more keys like multiplication key and
two AK for generating a FH DRM system. Therefore it gives more security for the key rather than the AHE.

2. RELATED WORKS

DRM is an important technology of taking a series of measures to protect the digital contents from being
abused and make sure that digital contents are fair to use. In the base paper [1], methods like PRE and
AHPPE are used to protect the contents through keys. Here [1], they follow four steps for securing contents,
key generation, content encryption, license acquisition and content consumption using with the keys of
CMK, CEK and AK to full fill the above four steps. The CEK is the collection of CMK and AK. The basic
diagram of existing system is shown below.

Homomorphic encryption [2] uses specific types of computations to be carried out in cipher text which
produce an encrypted result which is also a cipher text. Earlier homomorphic encryption used a specific
algebraic operation performed on a plain text which is equivalent to another algebraic operation performed
on its cipher text. Mainly three types of Homomorphic encryption are used. First one is Partially
Homomorphic which performs one operation on encrypted data. Second one is Somewhat Homomorphic,
which uses more than one operation but can only support a limited number of addition and multiplication
processes. Fully Homomorphic is the last one which performs addition and multiplication simultaneously
in any function.

Some versions of DRM [3] try to solve the interoperability problem by suggesting that both content
providers and customers need to open parts of their security properties without the assurance of a beneficial
outcome. Without the participation of both DRM technology and content providers, DRM interoperability
schemes are hard to achieve and they [3] used DRM interoperability agent (DIA) and DRM interoperability
server (DIS) to solve the problem. .

A multiparty multilevel architecture [4] contains different eves of distributors who help content
provider and consumer for sharing information from one end to another. In this paper, Usage Logs are
used to find out unauthorized usage of data from the consumer side and analyses this usage in Log
Collection center. Also this scheme uses Global encryption key (GEK), which is unique for a particular
content or owner and Local encryption key (LEK), which is different for different owners and different
distributors and different contents.

Figure 1: DRM System
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In the scheme [1] DRM system gives more effort to the Content Provider, where it generates the re-encryption
key (combination of CP’s and User’s Public Keys) which is mainly used to identify the user. But in Multi
User, CP wants to check each user and generate key for each one. So we proposed the re-encryption key
generated on the key server side, and then the Content Provider has less effort on the basis of key and
reduces one transaction of keys in DRM. Thus the content provider just worried about its content and not
about its re-encryption key. Secondly, Key Server generates private- public keys for CP and User and sends
them into an open channel. Here a middle man attack is possible and if intruder gets the both keys the
system is totally unsecured. In our scheme, also the Key Server generate private-public keys for CP and
User but only private key is send to them where we reduced the chance of getting two keys also we change
the combination of re-encryption key, now it is a combination of public key of both CP and the User.
Thirdly we add a time stamp in content server side to avoid the replay attack from the unauthorized user[8].
And lastly we introduce Fully Homomorphic Encryption[5][6] instead of additive homomorphic encryption
for this purpose we use one more AK and Multiplication Key which is the combination of CMK and one of
the AK. The following are the different steps involved in the proposed system.

3.1. Key Generation

Figure 2: Sequence diagram of Key Generation
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it to that unknown user from this way key server cannot be able to get the user’s personal information. In
third step key server sends a copy of user public key to the content provider and Key server generates a re-
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encryption key R
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3.2. Content Encryption

Figure 3: Sequence diagram of Content Encryption
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3.3. License Acquisition

Figure 4: Sequence diagram of License Acquisition
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3.4. Content Consumption

Figure 5: Sequence diagram of Content consumption
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First Service provider sends the encrypted K
ce

 to the user with user right expression, license signature
and time stamp to prevent the replay attack. Then user decrypt the K

ce
 using its own private key PR

u
, and

send a request to the content server including C
id
, W

e
, Q

l
 and time stamp for Encrypted content data. After

checking the right expression and license signature, content server outsources the encrypted content to the
Authorized user. And at last user decrypt the encrypted content using K

ce
.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this scheme [1] the DRM system gives an authority to the CP to generate a Re-encryption Key for a user
but the problem of this scheme is that, when more than one user uses the DRM system, CP want to create
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Re-encryption Key for each user which is give more effort to the CP. In our scheme the Re-encryption Key
is generated by key server which have given little effort to the CP and never bothered about multi-user. The
proposed work is little complex in terms of timing but give high secure to the data comparing to the early
scheme like Simple Homomorhic. We are now planning to simulate the proposed system in Amazon EC2
cloud environment. Where we used Credit card to select a linux based environment to work out our proposed
scheme and it ensure high data security.
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